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Choose the Right Synonym for poverty. poverty, indigence, penury, want, destitution mean the state of one with insufficient
resources. poverty may cover a range from extreme want of necessities to an absence of material comforts. the extreme poverty of
the slum dwellers indigence implies seriously straitened circumstances. the indigence of her years as a graduate student penury
suggests a. 1. Poverty, destitution, need, want imply a state of privation and lack of necessities. Poverty denotes serious lack of the
means for proper existence: living in a state of extreme poverty. Destitution, a somewhat more literary word, implies a state of
having absolutely none of the necessities of life: widespread destitution in countries at war. Need emphasizes the fact that help or
relief is.
Sep 13, The Census Bureau provides poverty data from several household surveys and programs. Here you can find poverty
estimates, learn about these surveys and programs, and get guidance on how to choose the right estimate for your needs. Much work
and more knowledge is needed to effectively address these issues. Poverty Solutions focuses on action-based research with
community partners is helping to inform and test strategies for the prevention and alleviation of poverty.
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